Where Visibility Matters
**IMVS (Inside Mount Vertical Slider)**

The IMVS is a single sash in a track frame twice its size allowing you to move the sash over your opening or away, allowing access to the entire opening. This IMVS window comes standard with drilled weep holes for water drainage.

**Options:** Clear or Grey glass. Custom sizes upon request.

**Standard Sizes:**
- 16” x 11.5” • 24” x 11.5”
- 36” x 11.5” • 48” x 11.5”

We can custom build for pre-existing blind and rough openings.

---

**PW Slider (Picture Window Slider)**

The PW Slider is a horizontal mounted operating window with three sashes. The middle sash is fixed and, the outside sashes slide towards the center. This window can be mounted from the inside or the outside.

**Options:** Clear or Grey glass. Custom sizes upon request.

**Standard Sizes:**
- 24” x 11.5” • 36” x 11.5” • 48” x 11.5”
- 60” x 11.5” • 72” x 11.5”

We recommend cutting the window opening 1/8” larger on the height and 1/8” larger on the width for each desired window size. I.E. For the 24” x 11 1/2” PW Slider Window, we recommend rough opening of 24 1/8” x 11 5/8”.

---

**Horizontal Slider**

The Slider window is a horizontally mounted twin sash sliding window. You have the option of opening either end or lifting both sashes out, giving you access to the entire opening. This Horizontal Slider can be mounted from the inside or outside of your blind.

**Options:** Clear or Grey glass. Custom sizes upon request.

**Standard Sizes:**
- 16” x 11.5” • 24” x 11.5” • 36” x 11.5”
- 48” x 11.5” • 60” x 11.5” • 72” x 11.5”

We recommend cutting the window opening 1/8” larger on the height and 1/8” larger on the width for each desired window size. I.E. For the 24” x 11 1/2” Horizontal Slider Window, we recommend rough opening of 24 1/8” x 11 5/8”.

---

**Where Visibility Matters**
**Hinge Window**

The Hinge Window is a very economical deer stand window that mounts inside over your existing opening with ease. It is manufactured with a fully weather-stripped aluminum frame, with double strength marine glazed glass. This window will protect your blind from all unwanted pests, and acts as a great wind block. This style of window allows access to the entire opening.

This Hinge Window can be hinged vertically for bow hunters (swinging left or right), or hinged horizontally for rifles (swinging up or down).

**Options:** Clear or Grey glass. Custom sizes upon request.

**Standard Sizes:**
- 12" x 10"
- 12" x 12"
- 24" x 10"
- 24" x 12"
- 36" x 10"
- 36" x 12"
- 48" x 10"
- 48" x 12"

I.E. If your opening is 11" x 11", the recommended window dimensions would be 12" x 12".

**Deluxe Hinge Window**

The Deluxe Hinge Window is a fully framed, exterior mounted, hinge style operating window. This window closes off your complete opening and is fully operable from the inside with quietness and ease. Window can be mounted to swing up or swing left and right to allow for a vertical opening.

The Deluxe Hinge can be mounted in wall thicknesses of up to 2". 3/4" mounting flange comes pre-drilled and with strategically placed weep holes to allow for proper drainage. This window is fully weather-stripped for a complete seal when closed.

**Options:** Clear or Grey glass. Custom sizes upon request.

**Standard Sizes:**
- 12" x 12"
- 24" x 12"
- 36" x 12"
- 48" x 12"
- 60" x 12"

We recommend cutting the window opening 1/4" larger on the height and 1/4" larger on the width for each desired window size. I.E.: If your opening is 12" x 12", the recommended window dimensions would be 12 1/4" x 12 1/4".

**Camo Hinge**

This particular Camo Hinge Window can be mounted in three (3) different positions depending, on your particular stand. It can flip up and out of the way, locking in the up position with the use of the thumb latch. This window can also flip down, and lock out of the way with the use of the thumb latch. It can also flip left and right, to give you that desired vertical opening, for bow hunting purposes.

**Options:** Clear or Grey Glass. Custom sizes upon request.

**Standard Sizes:**
- 12" x 10"
- 12" x 12"
- 24" x 10"
- 24" x 12"
- 36" x 10"
- 36" x 12"
- 48" x 10"
- 48" x 12"

We recommend cutting the window opening 1" smaller on the height and 1" smaller on the width for each desired window size. I.E. For the 12" x 12" Hinge Window, recommended rough opening of 11" x 11".
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EZ Tower Deer Blind Tower Brackets is a revolutionary bracket that will change the way you think about elevating your hunting blind. The E-Z Tower Deer stand brackets are of a heavy gauge steel bracket that quickly & easily attaches to the corners of a hunting blind with basic lag screws or bolts. The E-Z Tower bracket has integrated leg sockets that allow any length of 4×4 post to slide up inside, creating legs under your blind. The bracket design tilts each leg out 15 degrees to each side, creating the strongest & most stable tower available. It’s the most versatile blind component ever made. An elevating tower can be made any height you want, by simply inserting your desired length of post.

Most importantly, it can be used to get your deer stand set up on unlevel ground! Just cut the wooden legs to size & get your blind set in the best spot, whether it’s level or not! The E-Z Tower is strong, stable, safe & dependable. Never again fight those hard to haul, hard to set up, heavy steel deer blind towers. Never again pay high prices to get your hunting blind up in the air. Never again be stuck to standing your blind off the best spot, simply because it’s unlevelled.

Raising your hunting blind with E-Z Tower brackets is fast & easy!

Tilt or lay your blind over on one side. Position E-Z Tower brackets on each corner & secure with lag screws or bolts. Insert your desired length 4×4 posts into bracket’s leg sockets & secure with lag screws or bolts. Brace legs to each other with 1x or 2x lumber, as desired. Tilt blind back over onto its feet. (cabling down through welded cable loops on E-Z Tower bracket is recommended)

Single Hung

The Single Hung window is a vertical style operating window. There is one operating sash and one fixed sash.

It can be locked in the closed position or raised in three inch increments. The window can also be mounted in our Blind Door for that little extra visibility. The Single Hung window also can be mounted from the inside or outside.

Options: Clear or Grey glass. Custom sizes upon request.

Standard Sizes:
12” x 24” • 16” x 24”
24” x 24” • 24” x 36”
Deluxe Blind Door
(The Assembled Kit Version)

The Deluxe Blind Door is a fully insulated door. It has a tan fiberglass interior and exterior with a polystyrene core. The lockable RV style latch is flat black.

We recommend cutting the door opening at 1/2” larger on the height, and 1/2” larger on the width for each desired door size. I.E. For the 24” x 60” Deluxe Blind Door; recommended rough opening of 24 1/2” x 60 1/2”.

Standard Sizes:
30” x 40” • 24” x 60” • 30” x 60”
30” x 72” • 36” x 72”

Where Visibility Matters
Thank you for considering *DeerView Window Co.* for your deer stand window needs. We strive to be the best in providing quality products for all hunting enthusiasts.

Here at *DeerView*, we manufacture windows solely for use in deer stand/blind applications. Our goal is to be the best in the industry in providing visibility to your hunt. All of our windows and doors can be custom made to fit your specific openings, or you can select from our standard sizes. Check out our product pages to determine which style of window is best for your particular blind’s needs, and let us give you a free quote.

Dealers/Manufacturers welcomed.